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Today’s home health organizations are constantly challenged with effectively managing
their daily operations while providing high-quality care. From scheduling complexities
to limited visibility into appointment status, routing, and nurse safety, home health
organizations need an easy-to-use system that provides operational oversight and control
while keeping the focus on high-quality patient experiences.

WHAT IS AN APPIAN ACCELERATOR?
An Appian Accelerator is an application that covers the core functionality for a particular
business function. It provides Appian customers with a “running head start” so they can
expect to complete their Appian implementation in much less time than starting from
scratch. Appian Accelerators reduce risk, reduce implementation timelines and delivery
applications that deliver ROI faster.
The best part about Appian Accelerators is that customers can still overlay their specific
business needs or “secret sauce” on top of an Appian Accelerator by working with our team
of domain experts and Appian technical consultants.
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HOME HEALTH MANAGER APPLICATION
Our Home Health Manager (HHM) application provides real-time schedule management
and home health visit management capabilities. HHM is easily configurable and can be
expanded to accommodate patient and care team scheduling along with any home health
services provided to your patients. It provides the transparency and traceability necessary
for supporting high-quality care for home health patients.

ACCELERATOR BENEFITS & FEATURES
Benefits

Features & Functionality

 Easily match the right nurse to the right

 Support for nurse appointment

patient at the right time

 Eliminate manual spreadsheets with an
integrated digital platform

 Adjust schedules as needed with
appointment reassignment capabilities

 Improve and support patient and nurse
safety with instant notifications, alerts,
and backup documentation

scheduling with suggested times based
on availability, appointment type, and
certification level

 Integrates with Google Maps to create
nurse appointment route details

 Provides supervisors with a dashboard to
manage all nurse appointments

 Manages notifications for emergencies
and safety alerts

 Captures clinical and social observations
with photo upload capabilities

 Records and displays current and
historical patient vitals

ABOUT BITS IN GLASS
Bits In Glass (BIG) is an award-winning software consulting firm helping companies
outpace the competition, drive rapid growth, and deliver superior customer value through
technology. Since partnering with Appian in 2008, we’ve continuously delivered exceptional
business value to our clients. Our employees are Appian certified and have gone through an
extensive internal training program, which is reflected in our A-Scores.
Bits In Glass provides services in Canada and the United States with offices in Edmonton,
Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, Denver, and Dallas.

CONTACT US

Join other leading organizations in making Bits In Glass a preferred partner.
sales@bitsinglass.com | 1-888-336-4484 | bitsinglass.com/Appian

